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                i.m. Arnold Bennett

It's true – I'm having ardent thoughts
about late Victorians – the yellow silks and camisoles,
the grand skirts, petals of a monstrous rose,
wristlets of lace and the modest flounce,
the stays and the primped hats and the hair pinned up.
Pulled tight. The small, pale hands
and the porcelain voice talking of ornithology,
cloudless in spite of the shop's wooden echoes,
and ‘that house’ (Italianate), and the cost of upholstery.

It is the great age of decoration.
And I'm the gawky clerk, safe in his corner office,
watching the shop's light flatter the black
bulb of my father's hat laid, there, on the desk,
among the elaborate reckonings of the ledgers.
Everything is bound in heavy fabric.
That light casts her eyes down through the glass
partition, but does not speak to me.
Dust and phantoms move beyond it.
I rest my chin on the dado, and smell beeswax
mingling with the fumes of a winter lozenge.

The glass is the schema of a lunatic.
A commerce glints across its city of bevels and frosts.
My large eye meets a rhombus,
whose clarity is to show
a mustard aura round her avatar:
it is the shape of her shapes, the pattern. And,
catching the light on its way from the fusty sky
is the oval of lawn, old emerald
in an ironwork setting
   – she ran across
in her stockinged feet, in the dusk of the suburbs,
and the door was open and the lamplight shining,
but the elms shook overhead in the gathering dark
and I knelt in the gravel and laid her dropped brooch
on the doorstep, and went away.

There is the scrape-and-tinkle of the little bell
(the door, or a tram shuttling by on the street).
She goes. I watch the shadows recede
through the cubicle's judas, and would fly to her,
and kiss her, and die for her, and strike her down
with all my modern power and brass, astronomical precision.
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